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Our Contract with You,
The Reader

In which we, the folks that make up Hentzenwerke Publishing, describe what you, the reader, can expect from this book and from us.

Hi there!

I’ve been writing professionally (in other words, eventually getting a paycheck for my scribbles) since 1974 and writing about software development since 1992. As an author, I’ve worked with a half-dozen different publishers and corresponded with thousands of readers over the years. As a software developer and all-around geek, I’ve also acquired a library of over a hundred computer and software-related books.

Thus, when I donned the publisher’s cap four years ago to produce the 1997 Developer’s Guide, I had some pretty good ideas of what I liked (and didn’t like) from publishers, what readers liked and didn’t like and what I, as a reader, liked and didn’t like.

Now, with our new titles for the spring and summer of 2000, we’re entering our third season. (For those keeping track, the ’97 DevGuide was our first, albeit abbreviated, season and the batch of six "Essentials" for Visual FoxPro 6.0 in 1999 was our second.)

John Wooden, the famed UCLA basketball coach, had posited that teams aren’t consistent – they’re always getting better – or worse. We’d like to get better… One of my goals for this season is to build a closer relationship with you, the reader.

In order to do this, you’ve got to know what you should expect from us.

• You have the right to expect that your order will be processed quickly and correctly and that your book will be delivered to you in new condition.
• You have the right to expect that the content of your book is technically accurate, up to date, that the explanations are clear and that the layout is easy to read and follow without a lot of fluff or nonsense.
• You have the right to expect access to source code, errata, FAQs and other information that’s relevant to the book via our website.
• You have the right to expect an electronic version of your printed book (in compiled HTML Help format) to be available via our website.
• You have the right to expect that, if you report errors to us, your report will be responded to promptly and that the appropriate notice will be included in the errata and/or FAQs for the book.

Naturally, there are some limits that we bump up against. There are humans involved and they make mistakes. A book of 500 pages contains, on average, 150,000 words and several megabytes of source code. It’s not possible to edit and re-edit multiple times to catch every last misspelling and typo, nor is it possible to test the source code on every permutation of development environment and operating system – and still price the book affordably.
Once printed, bindings break, ink gets smears, signatures get missed during binding. On the delivery side, websites go down, packages get lost in the mail.

Nonetheless, we’ll make our best effort to correct these problems – once you let us know about them.

And, thus, in return, when you have a question or run into a problem, we ask that you first consult the errata and/or FAQs for your book on our website. If you don’t find the answer there, please email us at books@hentzenwerke.com with as much information and detail, including (1) the steps to reproduce the problem, (2) what happened and (3) what you expected to happen, together with (4) any other relevant information.

I’d like to stress that we need you to communicate questions and problems clearly. For example…

"Your downloads don’t work" isn’t enough information for us to help you. "I get a 404 error when I click on the Download Source Code link on www.hentzenwerke.com/book/downloads.html." is something we can help you with.

"The code in chapter 14 caused an error" again isn’t enough information. "I performed the following steps to run the source code program DisplayTest.PRG in chapter 14 and receive an error that said "Variable m.liCounter" not found" is something we can help you with.

We’ll do our best to get back to you within a couple of days either with an answer, or at least an acknowledgment that we’ve received your inquiry and that we’re working on it.

On behalf of the authors, technical editors, copy editors, layout artists, graphic artists, indexers and all the other folks who have worked to put this book in your hands, I’d like to thank you for purchasing this book and hope that it will prove to be a valuable addition to your technical library. Please let us know what you think about this book – we’re looking forward to hearing from you.

As Groucho Marx once observed, "Outside of a dog, a book is a man’s best friend. Inside of a dog, it’s too dark to read."

Whil Hentzen
Hentzenwerke Publishing
May, 2000
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Introduction

Thank you for buying this book. We hope that you have as much fun reading it as we did in writing it and that you manage to find as many useful things as we did when compiling it. The objectives behind this book underwent considerable change between its inception (at the Dutch User Group "Conference to the Max" held in Arnhem, Holland in May 1999) and the version of the text which you now hold in your hands. However, the paragraphs below describe what we finally hoped to achieve with the book.

What is this book?
First, it must be stated that this is not a book that will teach you how to use Visual FoxPro. Our primary objective has been to try and distill some of the (often painful) experiences which we, and many others, have accumulated over the years so that you can avoid falling into the same traps that we did and maybe even find some alternative ways of doing things. This is not to say that there is always a 'best' or even a 'right' way of doing things in FoxPro. The language is so rich and powerful that there are usually several ways of tackling any given problem, however, there are also many traps for the unwary, and many techniques that have proven useful. The problem which we have tried to tackle is to collect such tricks and traps together, to group them into some logical order and to try and provide the one thing that almost every developer we know has been asking for – concise and 'relevant' example code.

A word about the code in this book
The code samples in this book have been consciously written to make them easy to follow – at times this has meant that we have forgone some obvious optimizations. Thus you will find many places where you might say 'Why didn't they do it like this? It would have saved a dozen lines of code!' Please bear with us, and remember that not everyone is as perceptive as you are.

You will also note that, for similar reasons, we have not repeated, in every code snippet, method or function, the "standard" tests and error handling code that you would normally expect to find (like checking the type of parameters passed to a function). We have assumed that you know how to do this and, if you want to use the code from this book, will add it yourself where necessary.

So who is this book for?
As we have already said, this book will not teach you how to use Visual FoxPro – it assumes you have a reasonable degree of comfort with the basic operation of the VFP Database and Command Language and with the basic principles of Object Oriented Programming. We would expect that you will have read and used such excellent and useful references as Whil Hentzen's 'Programming VFP,' 'The Revolutionary Guide to VFP OOP' by Will Phelps, Andy Kramek and Bob Grommes and, of course, the indispensable 'Hacker's Guide to VFP,' by Tamar Granor and Ted Roche.

If you are looking for alternative ways of tackling problems, code improvement hints, workarounds for common traps and 'war stories' of those who have been there and done it (yes, we even have the tee-shirts), then this book is for you.
What is in this book?
This book includes tried and tested solutions to common problems in Visual FoxPro together with some basic techniques for building Visual FoxPro tools and components. The book is organized into chapters that attempt to group subjects under logical headings. Each chapter consists, essentially, of a series of 'How Do I …?' questions. Each question includes a working example, and each chapter's example code may be downloaded individually.

All example code was written and tested using Visual FoxPro Version 6.0 (with Service Pack 3). While much of it should run in any version of Visual FoxPro, there are obviously some things that are version specific. (Each new version of Visual FoxPro has introduced some entirely new commands and functions to the language.)

What is not in this book?
An awful lot! In order to keep this book to a manageable size we have left out a lot of things. Since this is essentially a 'How To' book for Visual FoxPro, we have not even attempted to cover such topics as building COM components, or Internet web pages (there are excellent books on these subjects available). Nor have we covered ActiveX controls or Automation (another book would be needed for this topic alone). We recognise that there are significant omissions but felt that since we could not possibly cover everything, we should concentrate on the 'pure' Visual FoxPro issues – and we make no apology for doing so.

Where do you start?
The short answer is wherever you want to! While it has been one of our main concerns to make this a "readable" book, we recognize that you are probably looking at this book because you have a specific problem (or maybe more than one) to deal with and are looking for inspiration if not an actual solution. We cannot hope to provide "solutions" for everyone but if we can offer you a little inspiration, backed up with sample code to get you started, then we will have succeeded in our aims – and you can relax in the knowledge that your modest expenditure on this tome has already proven a worthwhile investment.
Chapter 1
Controlling the VFP Environment

"To begin at the beginning" (Narrator, "Under Milk Wood" by Dylan Thomas)

One of the major benefits of developing in Visual FoxPro is that you have almost complete control over the environment in which your code will run. However, like many benefits this can be a double-edged sword and there are many things to be aware of when establishing and controlling both your development and production environments. In this chapter we will cover some of the techniques we have found to work well.

Starting Visual FoxPro
Visual FoxPro, like most applications, supports several 'command line switches'. Most of the time these tend to get forgotten, but they do exist and are all documented in the online Help files in the 'Customizing Visual FoxPro Startup Options' topic. Probably the most useful ones to remember are:

- \-C which specifies the configuration file to use
- \-T which suppresses the VFP sign-on screen
- \-R which refreshes the VFP registry settings (Note, the settings that get refreshed are those relating to information about VFP, such as file associations. The \-R switch does not update the settings controlled through Visual FoxPro's Options Dialog. This is only done when 'Set As Default' is used to exit the dialog).

So to start Visual FoxPro without the sign-on screen display and with a refresh of the registry settings the required command line would be:

G:\VFP60\VFP6.EXE \-R \-T

Configuration files
There are several ways of handling the initialization of Visual FoxPro, but the easiest, and most flexible, is still to use a configuration file. Visual FoxPro uses a simple formatted text file, called "CONFIG.FPW" by default, as the source for a number of environmental values which can be set as the system starts up.
How to specify a config.fpw file
The actual file name does not matter as you can specify the configuration file which Visual FoxPro is to use as a command line parameter by using the '-c' switch in the command line which is used to start Visual FoxPro. So to set up your own configuration file (for example for a specific application) use the following command line:

G:\VFP60\APPS\MYAPP.EXE -cG:\VFP60\myconfig.txt

How VFP locates its configuration file
The default behavior of Visual FoxPro, in the absence of a specific configuration file, is to search the following locations for a file named 'config.fpw' in this order:

- The current working directory
- The directory from which Visual FoxPro is being started
- All directories in the DOS path

If you are using the '-c' switch to specify a file named other than the default, or in a specific location, you must include the fully qualified path and file name. This provides a simple method of handling the initialization of different applications installed on the same machine.

How VFP starts up when no configuration file is found
If no configuration file is found or specified, then Visual FoxPro will be started with only those settings that are specified in the Options Dialog (located on the TOOLS pad of the main Visual FoxPro menu).

Why these settings in particular?
The answer is simply that all of the settings from this dialog are actually stored in the Windows Registry and can be found under the Registry Key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\VisualFoxPro\6.0\Options

Including a configuration file in the project
One little "trap" to watch out for – if you add a configuration file named 'config.fpw' to your project as a text file, it will be INCLUDED in the project by default. When you build an .exe from the project, the config.fpw file will be built into the resulting file. Since Visual FoxPro looks for a file named 'config.fpw' during startup, it will always find the built-in version first and will not look any further. This would apply even if you were to explicitly specify a different configuration file using the '-C' switch! Your specified file would be ignored, and the built-in configuration file would be executed. The best solution is NOT to add your configuration file to the project at all, but if you do, to make sure that it is marked as 'excluded' from the build.
How to suppress a configuration file
Starting Visual FoxPro with the command line parameter '-c' alone suppresses the default behavior and prevents any configuration file that may be found from being run. The result is that you can force Visual FoxPro to start up with its default settings only.

How to determine which configuration file is being used
One of the commonest problems with configuration files is failing to ensure that Visual FoxPro is reading the correct CONFIG.FPW. As noted above, if Visual FoxPro can't find a configuration file, it will search the DOS path and simply use the first one it finds. This could be anywhere on a network. The `SYS(2019)` function will return the full path and file name of the configuration file that Visual FoxPro actually used. If no configuration file was found, the function merely returns an empty string.

What goes into the configuration file?
Now that we know something about how the configuration file is used, the next question is what can we put into it? The answer is quite a lot! Essentially there are three categories of things that can be specified in the configuration file as follows:

Special settings
There are a number of settings that can ONLY be made in a configuration file. (For full details see the "Special Terms for Configuration Files" topic in the Visual FoxPro online Help and the entry under "Configuring Visual FoxPro" in the online documentation.) Notice that the ability to set the location for temporary files is also available in the Options Dialog. Specifying the TMPFILES location in the configuration file will override any setting that is made there and can be useful when you need to differentiate between development and run time locations for temporary files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KeyWord</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVCOUNT = nn</td>
<td>Sets the maximum number of variables that Visual FoxPro can maintain. This value can range from 128 to 65,000; default is 1024.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMPFILES = drive:</td>
<td>Specifies where temporary EDITWORK, SORTWORK, and PROGWORK work files are stored if they have not been specified with any of the other options. Because work files can become very large, specify a location with plenty of free space. For faster performance, especially in a multiuser environment, specify a fast disk (such as a local disk). Default is the startup directory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTSHOW = OFF</td>
<td>Disables the ability to hide all windows in front of the current output by pressing SHIFT+CTRL+ALT. Default is ON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One other setting that can be used in the configuration file only, but which is not included in the Help file list is "SCREEN = OFF". This prevents the Visual FoxPro main screen from being displayed when your application starts and prevents the annoying 'flash' of the VFP screen that still occurs even if your startup program turns off the main screen with the
command _Screen.Visible = .F. (which enables you to present your application's initial form, or a "splash" screen, without displaying the main VFP window first).

**SET Commands**

Virtually all of the standard SET commands can be issued in a configuration file. The only thing to watch out for is that some settings are actually scoped to the datasession. (See the "Set DataSession" topic in the online Help for a full listing.) So, there is little point in specifying them in the configuration file if you plan to use Private DataSessions for your forms. The syntax for specifying SET commands in the configuration file is a simple assignment in which the keyword 'SET' is omitted:

```plaintext
DEFAULT = C:\VFP60\TIPSBOOK
DATE = BRITISH
```

**Commands**

Well actually you can only specify one (count 'em!) command, and it must be the last line of the configuration file. Like other configuration file entries, it is entered as a simple assignment:

```plaintext
COMMAND = DO setupfox
```

What is the use of just ONE command? Well, quite a lot really because that one command can call a FoxPro program, and that can do a lot of things!

One of the main limitations of the configuration file is that you cannot actually set things that are internal to Visual FoxPro (e.g. system variables) because, when the configuration file runs, Visual FoxPro hasn't actually started. Using this setting allows you to specify a program file to run immediately after Visual FoxPro has started up – even before the command window is displayed.

This program can then be used to set up your development environment the way that you really want it. For example, here are some of the things that are in our standard setup file:

```plaintext
*** Standard 'SET' options (These could be entered directly into the Config File)
SET TALK OFF
SET BELL OFF
SET SAFETY OFF
SET STATUS OFF
SET STATUS BAR ON
SET DATE BRITISH
SET CENTURY ON

*** Re-define Function Keys
SET FUNCTION 2 TO "CLOSE TABLES ALL;CLEAR WINDOWS;"
SET FUNCTION 3 TO "CANCEL;SET SYSMENU TO DEFA;ACTIVATE WINDOW COMMAND;"
SET FUNCTION 4 TO "CLEAR ALL;SET CLASSLIB TO;SET PROC TO;"
SET FUNCTION 5 TO "DISP STRU;"
SET FUNCTION 6 TO "DISP STAT;"
SET FUNCTION 7 TO "DISP MEMO LIKE *"
SET FUNCTION 8 TO "CLEAR;CLEAR WINDOWS;"
SET FUNCTION 9 TO "MODI FORM "
```
SET FUNCTION 10 TO "MODI COMM "
SET FUNCTION 11 TO "DO setpath WITH "
SET FUNCTION 12 TO "="CHGDEFA(); "
***Set up the Screen properties
_SCREEN.CAPTION = "VFP 6.0 (Development Mode)"
_SCREEN.CLOSABLE = .F.
_SCREEN.FONTNAME = "Arial"
_SCREEN.FONTSIZE = 10
_SCREEN.FONTBOLD = .F.
*** Run Cobb Editor Extensions
DO G:\VFP60\CEE6\CEE6.APP
*** Set up some On Key Labels
ON KEY LABEL CTRL+F10 suspend
ON KEY LABEL CTRL+F11 o=SYS(1270)
ON KEY LABEL CTRL+F12 RELEASE o
*** Set up any system variables required
#include = HOME() + "Foxpro.h"
_throttle = 0.1
*** Set up any standard "Public" variables
PUBLIC gcUserName, gcAppPath, gcDataPath
STORE "" TO gcUserName, gcAppPath, gcDataPath
*** Run Standard Path Set-up
DO setpath WITH 1

As you can see, apart from setting up the basic VFP system environment and handling our own particular requirements, this 'one' command available in the configuration file has now been used to run a couple of other programs (CEE and our own SetPath procedure) so we get three for the price of one. By putting these settings in a program, we also have a simple way of re-initialising the environment by re-running this program at any time.

**Giving VFP a path**

Visual FoxPro has the ability to use its own search path and, as a general rule, you should always specify a path for Visual FoxPro for both development and production environments - although they may be very different (see above for one way of handling this requirement). Setting a path for Visual FoxPro does not change the normal DOS search path but can significantly speed up your application by limiting the places that Visual FoxPro has to search in order to find its files – especially in a network environment.

**How VFP looks for files**

By default Visual FoxPro uses the current directory as its 'path' and you can always restore this setting by simply issuing: SET PATH TO

However for more sophisticated applications, and in development, you will normally have some sort of directory structure and you should always set a proper search path to include all required directories.

**Setting the default directory**

Normally you still will want to set a default (or "working") directory – this is where Visual FoxPro will look first for any file that it requires. This can be done in a number of ways, depending on your requirements:
• Specify a default in the Configuration File using DEFAULT = <path to directory>
• Set the default directly in code using SET DEFAULT TO <path to directory>
• Change to a directory using the CD <path to directory> and issue SET PATH TO

Note that using the Get, Put or Locate functions (e.g. GetDir()) does not change either the
default directory or the path. To change the default directory interactively use: SET DEFAULT
TO (GetDir()). (The 'CD' (or 'CHDIR') command can also be used to change both drive and
directory to the specified location).

Using the SET PATH command
Setting the path is simplicity itself. Just issue the SET PATH command followed by a list of
the directories that you wish to include. You do not need to fully qualify subdirectories –
separating them with either commas or semi-colons is sufficient. The example shows a typical
Visual FoxPro search path:

```
SET PATH TO G:\VFP60;C:\VFP60\TIPSBOOK\;DATA;FORMS;LIBS;PROGS;UTILS;
```

To retrieve the current path setting you can use the SET() function (which will work with
most of the Visual FoxPro SET commands) as shown below. You can assign the result directly
to a variable or, as shown below, directly to the clipboard so that you can then paste the current
path into a program or documentation file:

```
_clipText = SET( 'PATH' )
```

Visual FoxPro allows the use of both UNC path names, like:

```
\SERVERNAME\DIRECTORYNAME\.
```

and allows the use of embedded spaces (when enclosed in quotation marks) in directory
names like:

```
"..\COMMON DIRECTORY"
```

However, while the latter may be allowed, we tend to subscribe to the principle that
'although you can use embedded spaces, arsenic is quicker.' (The same, by the way, applies to
file names with spaces!) While improving readability, spaces can also cause problems when
trying to handle files and directories programmatically and we still feel that the best advice is
to avoid them wherever possible in applications. For example, the following code works
perfectly well for conventional directory names, but will fail if the selected directory contains
embedded spaces:

```
LOCAL lcDir
lcDir = GETDIR()
IF ! EMPTY(lcDir)
   SET DEFAULT TO &lcDir
ENDIF
```
Where am I?
Fortunately, Visual FoxPro provides us with a number of functions that will help us locate where we are at any time:

- **SYS(2004)** returns the directory from which Visual FoxPro was started but in a distributed run time application, this will always be the location of the `VFP6R.DLL` (which is normally the appropriate version of the Windows 'System' directory).
- **HOME()** returns the directory from which Visual FoxPro was started by default, but has a number of additional useful options in VFP6 which return information about Visual Studio Components.
- **_VFP.FULLNAME** accesses a property of the Visual FoxPro application object that contains the full path and file name which was used to start VFP.
- **FULLPATH(' ') or FULLPATH( CURDIR() )** returns the full drive and directory of the current working directory (including the terminal ")
- **SYS(5)** returns the default drive (including the ':')
- **CD** shows the current drive and directory in the current output window – but will also change drive and directory in one single command.
- **CHDIR** will change to the specified Drive/Directory (just like CD) but will not report the current status (and so does not mess up your forms).
- **CURDIR()** returns just the current directory (with terminal ") but not the drive.

How to set a path programmatically
As an alternative to hard coding the paths in your setup file, it is possible to derive the path (assuming that you use standard directory structures) using the native Visual FoxPro functions. The little function below shows how this might be done to account for both development and run time structures. It uses the **PROGRAM()** function to determine how it was called and returns a different path when called from a Form or a Program than when called from a compiled file:

```
FUNCTION CalcPath()
LOCAL lcSys16, lcProgram, lcPath, lcOldDir
*** Get the name of program that called this one.
lcSys16 = SYS(16, 1)
*** Get current working directory
lcOldDir = (SYS(5)+CURDIR())
*** Make the directory from which it was run current
lcProgram = SUBSTR(lcSys16, AT(":", lcSys16) - 1)
CD LEFT(lcProgram, RAT(\", lcProgram))
IF INLIST( JUSTEXT( lcProgram ), "FXP", "SCX" )
```

```
*** If we are running a PRG/Form directly, then find the parent directory
CD ..
*** Set up path to include VFP Home plus the standard DEV directory tree
lcPath = (HOME()+';'+SYS(5)+CURDIR()+";DATA;FORMS;LIBS;PROGS;UTILS")
ELSE
*** We are using an EXE/App! Adjust path for DISTRIBUTION directory tree
lcPath = (HOME()+';'+SYS(5)+CURDIR()+";DATA")
ENDIF
*** Restore original directory
CD (lcOldDir)
*** Return the calculated path
RETURN lcPath
ENDFUNC

Making sure VFP is only started once
So far so good! We have managed to cover the process of starting VFP and setting up the basic environments for both development and production. At this point one of the things we all come across is the absent-minded user who minimizes an application and then, ten minutes later, starts a fresh copy from their desktop. Within the hour they have six copies of the application running and are complaining that their machine is slowing down. What to do? (Apart from shooting the user which, appealing though the idea may be, is generally frowned upon and, depending on their seniority, may also be a career-limiting move.) There are actually several approaches that can be taken, as described below.

Using a 'semaphore' file
This is probably the simplest approach of all. It relies on your application creating, on first launch, a zero-byte file whose sole purpose is to indicate that the application is running. Any time the application is launched, it looks for this file and, if it finds it, simply shuts down again:

*******************************************************************************
* Program....: ChkSFile.prg
* Compiler....: Visual FoxPro 06.00.8492.00 for Windows
* Abstract....: Checks for a Semaphore File, creates one if not found and
* ...........: returns a flag
*******************************************************************************
FUNCTION ChkSFile( tcAppName )
LOCAL lcAppName, lcFile, lnHnd, llRetVal
*** Default lcAppName if nothing passed
lcAppName = IIF( EMPTY(tcAppName) OR VARTYPE( tcAppName ) # "C", ;
'apprun', LOWER( ALLTRIM( tcAppName ) ) )

*** Force a TXT extension for the semaphore file in current directory
lcFile = (SYS(5) + CURDIR() + FORCExT( lcAppName, 'txt' ) )

*** Now check for the file?
IF ! FILE( lcFile )
*** File not found, so create it
lnHnd = FCREATE( lcFile )
IF lnHnd < 0
*** Cannot create the file, some sort of error! Set Return Flag
llRetVal = .T.
ELSE
*** Close the file
FCLOSE( lnHnd )
ENDIF
ELSE
*** Set Return Flag
llRetVal = .T.
ENDIF
*** Return Status Flag
RETURN llRetVal

The function returns a logical value that can be used to determine whether to allow the current application to continue, as the following snippet illustrates:

*** Check for a second instance of the application
IF ChkSFile()
    QUIT
ENDIF

Of course the catch with this approach is that your application must delete the file as part of its close-down routine (unless you really want a once-only application). That raises the question of what can you do if, heaven forbid, the application terminates abnormally (euphemism for 'crash') or the user makes an improper exit (disconnecting the power supply for example!). The answer is "Not much." Typically this will require the intervention of 'System Support' to physically delete the file.

But it is a nice, easy approach with no other real drawbacks providing that the semaphore file is always created on the end-user's machine, or in a specific user directory.

**Using the Windows API**
The function below makes use of three Windows API functions to look for a window that is named the same as the application (FindWindow), to make an existing window the uppermost window (BringWindowToTop) and to maximize it (ShowWindow):

*******************************************************************************
* Program....: OnceOnly.prg
* Compiler...: Visual FoxPro 06.00.8492.00 for Windows
* Abstract....: Checks for an existing instance of the application window
* ...........: and, if found, activates the original and returns a flag.
*******************************************************************************
FUNCTION OnceOnly
LOCAL lnHWND, lcTitle, llRetVal

*** Set UP API Calls
Declare Integer FindWindow IN Win32Api AS FindApp String, String
Declare BringWindowToTop IN Win32API AS MakeTop Integer
Declare ShowWindow IN Win32Api AS ShowWin Integer, Integer

*** Get the current Screen Caption
lcTitle = _Screen.Caption
*** Change it to avoid finding the current instance
_Screen.Caption = SYS(3)

*** Now locate another instance
lnHWND = FindApp( NULL, lcTitle )

*** And restore the original caption
_Screen.Caption = lcTitle

*** Check the results
IF lnHWND > 0
*** We have found something!
*** So make it uppermost and maximize it (ShowWin => 3)
MakeTop( lnHWND )
ShowWin( lnHWND, 3 )
*** Set the Return Value
llRetVal = .T.
ENDIF

*** Return Status for action
RETURN llRetVal

The function returns a logical value that can be used to determine whether to allow the
current application to continue, as the following snippet illustrates:

*** Check for a second instance of the application
IF OnceOnly()
QUIT
ENDIF

There is one major drawback to watch out for here. The API functions used check for the
name of a window – in this case we are using _Screen.Caption. If your application changes
the Caption of the screen at run time (as many do), this approach will not work.

Combination of semaphore and Windows API
The last example here shows how combining the principles of the other two examples gives a
better all-round approach:

**************************************************************************
* Program....: IsAppRun.prg
* Compiler...: Visual FoxPro 06.00.8492.00 for Windows
* Abstract....: Checks for a window which is created with a Unique ID by and
* ............: in the application. Combination of Semaphore and API.
* ............: Based on code originally posted into the Public Domain
* ............: by Christof Lange
**************************************************************************
FUNCTION IsAppRun( tcUniqueID )
LOCAL llRetVal, lcUniqueID

*** MUST pass an application ID to this function!
IF EMPTY(tcUniqueID) OR VARTYPE( tcUniqueID ) # "C"
   MESSAGEBOX( 'An Application Specific Character ID is mandatory' + CHR(13) ;
      + 'when calling the IsAppRun() function', 16, 'Developer Error' )
RETURN .T.
ELSE
*** Strip out any spaces
    lcUniqueID = STRTRAN( tcUniqueID, " " )
ENDIF
*** First check for the existence of the Semaphore window
IF WEXIST("_Semaphore_")
    RETURN .T.
ENDIF
*** Look for an occurrence of this ID as a Window Name
DECLARE INTEGER FindWindow IN Win32Api AS FindApp String, String
IF FindApp( NULL, lcUniqueID ) > 0
    *** We found one!  Set Return Value
    llRetVal = .T.
ELSE
*** Create a new window with this ID
    DEFINE WINDOW _Semaphore_ IN DESKTOP FROM 1,1 TO 2,2 TITLE lcUniqueID
ENDIF
*** Return Status Flag
RETURN llRetVal

To use this function, it is simplest to include a #DEFINE in your standard startup file so that you can specify a new unique ID for each application:

#DEFINE APPID "App0001-99"
IF IsAppRun( APPID )
    QUIT
ENDIF

This very neat solution avoids both the problem of 'dangling files' in the semaphore method and that of changing the caption in the API method because the window can only be created and maintained within an instance of the application. As soon as it terminates in any way – even as a result of a crash - the window is destroyed and there is nothing to clean up. Since the window gets its name explicitly from the application, it does not rely on the caption being constant either. Cool stuff Christof, thank you!

SET Commands and DataSessions
OK – we've got Visual FoxPro up and running (and made sure that we can only start one instance of our application) so now what? There are, in case you hadn't noticed, an awful lot of SET commands in Visual FoxPro that allow you to configure the environment in detail. Many of these affect the environment globally, but some are scoped to the currently active datasession (see the "Set DataSession" topic in the on-line help for a full listing of these). When you start Visual FoxPro you are always in the DEFAULT datasession.

What exactly does "Default DataSession" mean?
The Oxford English Dictionary (Ninth Edition) offers a definition of "default" as:

"A pre-selected option adopted by a computer program when no alternative is specified by the user or programmer"

Unfortunately Visual FoxPro seems to prefer to define the word according to the rules proffered by Humpty-Dumpty in Lewis Carroll's 'Alice Through the Looking Glass':
"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful tone, "it means just what I
choose it to mean – neither more nor less."

In fact the Default DataSession is actually DataSession #1 – neither more nor less. It has
no special significance other than that when you start Visual FoxPro, it is selected (just as
Work Area #1 is always selected as the first available work area in any DataSession). This is
easily demonstrated using the SET DATASESSION window and the command window.

When you open the DataSession window, it will display the name of the current
DataSession as 'Default(1)', however the command:

```
SET DATASESSION TO DEFAULT
```

results in a 'Variable Default Not Found' error, while

```
SET DATASESSION TO 1
```

is accepted without comment.

However, when you run a form whose DataSession property is set to "1 Default Data
Session", VFP interprets the term "default" as meaning 'CURRENT' – in other words, a Form
which is designed using this setting will use whichever data session is active when the form is
initialized. This does not appear very logical at first sight since one might reasonably expect
that because Data Session #1 is named 'Default', setting a form's DataSession property to '1
Default Data Session' would ensure that the form would actually use that Data Session and no
other. Not so!

The actual behavior makes sense when you wish forms to share a data session. By setting
the child form's DataSession property to 1 (Default Data Session), it will use whatever
DataSession its parent form was using – whether that DataSession is Private or not.

**So can I have a "public" Datosession?**

The short answer is NO! Visual FoxPro does support the concept of a truly 'default' (or 'public')
Datosession. In other words, if a specified table is not found in the current Data Session VFP
will not look for it elsewhere. All Datosessions are effectively "Private" – even Datosession
#1.

**How can I ensure SET commands apply to a private data session?**

This is actually a complex question and the answer, as so often in VFP, is 'it depends.'
Normally you will be using datosessions that are being created by a form (or formset) as
'Private'. It also matters whether you are using the Form's native DataEnvironment or not. In
any case it is important to understand the order in which things happen – the sequence below
shows how a form with a Private Datosession, and a table in its native DE, is initialized:

```
METHOD: DATAENVIRONMENT.OPENTABLES ()
DATASESSION: 2
ALIAS(): <None>

METHOD: DATAENVIRONMENT.BEFOREOPENTABLES ()
DATASESSION: 2
```